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1 | Introduction

Remembering only one password, the Master Password instead of many is the
main selling point  of  traditional  password managers.  With heylogin,  a Master
Password is no longer necessary. Instead, it uses the secure element present in
modern smartphones  and replaces  the  Master  Password  with  Swipe  to  Login.
Secure  elements  are  security  chips  that  protect  secrets  against  unauthorized
access and brute force attacks. When authorization is required, the user is asked
to  swipe  on  their  smartphone  instead  of  entering  a  Master  Password.  This
dependency also makes heylogin two-factor secure (2FA) by design because login
requests  have  to  be  authorized  on  a  second  device:  the  smartphone.  While
heylogin’s Swipe to Login technique feels like a login method, it actually uses end-
to-end  encryption  from  the  smartphone  to  the  browser  to  make  passwords
available.

1.1 Security and Usability of Master Passwords

Legacy password managers require users to remember and regularly enter a
Master Password. This Master Password is used to encrypt and decrypt all stored
private information, such as usernames and passwords. A Master Password must
be complex and kept private, as it is the single secret to all information. There are
several problems associated with this cryptographic design:

• 1-factor Security: While many password managers allow the setup of another
factor, such as TOTP, U2F or FIDO2/WebAuthn, this is not done by most users.
Furthermore, this second factor is not used for end-to-end encryption, but only
an additional authentication via the provider's infrastructure. Exceptions are
password managers with native smartcards that implement actual encryption
using OpenPGP, PIV or FIDO2 hmac-secret.
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• Offline Attacks: The Master Password, as a factor of knowledge, cannot be
protected against brute force attacks as soon as they are performed offline.
When a password vault is stolen or a data leak occurs at the large commercial
password managers, the encrypted vaults can be attacked “offline”, i.e., there is
no interactive protocol involved that rate-limits retries. A brute force attack or
dictionary  attack  is  only  slowed  down  by  the  vault's  Password-based  Key
Derivation Function (PBKDF). However, this never achieves the protection of a
Hardware Security Module (HSM) since PBKDFs only slow down the brute force
attack, but can never limit the number of tries like a HSM could.

• Usability: Studies show that not all users are able to generate and remember a
sufficiently  secure  Master  Password.  In  a  study  by  Pearman  et  al [1],
participants reused a different password as their Master Password or had it
generated  on  a  website.  The  participants  involved  had  no  technological
training. So, especially for people who are not IT experts, using a password
manager with a Master Password can actually reduce their security to a single
point of failure.

• Time Required: Depending on the implementation and the security policies
used, the Master Password must be retyped regularly by the user in order to
temporarily decrypt the vault. We assume about 3 hours / month / user, which
are spent for the regular typing of the Master Password and the password
management.

The  use  of  a  legacy  password  manager  is  thus  mainly  associated  with
annoyances  that  go  beyond  the  normal  conflict  between  security  and  user-
friendliness.  Existing solutions cannot easily  change their  security  architecture
because basic user flows and user expectations go hand in hand with the Master
Password.
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1.2 Swipe to Login instead of Master Password

heylogin implements a cryptographic architecture that is two-factor-secure by
design, protects against brute force attacks and requires less time in daily usage.
As shown in Figure 1, one swipe on the user’s phone decrypts the passwords and
allows automatic login on websites in the user’s browser.
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Figure 1: heylogin works with all websites in the user’s browser. In this example, instead of 
typing in passwords for Twitter or PayPal, the user clicks the heylogin button, gets a 
notification on the phone and confirms the login using the Swipe to Login technology.



 

2 | Cryptography

2.1 Transport encryption

The production environment uses transport encryption according to current
standards (TLS 1.3 or 1.2) for all connections. TLS is enforced by HSTS.

2.2 Encryption of server backups

Server backups are stored exclusively in encrypted form. ChaCha20 is used for
symmetric encryption and Poly1305 for integrity protection.

2.3 End-to-end encryption

The confidentiality of the stored data is ensured with end-to-end encryption.
XSalsa20 is used as the symmetric algorithm. The integrity of the stored data is
ensured  by  Poly1305  and  thus  protected  against  modification.  Curve25519  is
used as the asymmetric encryption. heylogin uses the Secure Element embedded
in the smartphone hardware for cryptographic operations. 
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2.4 End-to-end authentication

All  of  the  user's  connected  devices  are  authenticated  "out-of-band".  This  is
usually  done  by  scanning  a  QR  code,  which  initiates  a  Diffie-Hellman  key
exchange. As an alternative for devices without a camera, a hash-commitment
procedure with Short Authentication String is used.
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Figure 1: Only the user's smartphone can decrypt and pass on the logins. End-to-end encryption 
& authentication between smartphone and browser ensure that no third party can read logins.



 

3 | Outlook

The  upcoming  Version  2.0  of  this  security  whitepaper  will  include  detailed
information about  asymmetric  keys generated in heylogin and how these are
utilized for encryption and authentication.
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